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Young birds help
out at home
Young birds from a previous breeding
season help their parents raise the new
brood, defend the territory and protect
the nest from predators, shows a bird
study in Swaziland.
The limited availability of territory plays
a key role in the social behaviour of the
birds that were studied, which included
the mousebird and the helmetshrike.
‘If a young bird helps out with the nest
and defence duties, that increases its
chance of inheriting a high-quality
territory,’ says researcher Sjouke Kingma
of Behavioural Ecology. The young birds
also feed the chicks, sometimes even
with their own food. Kingma: ‘That
social behaviour benefits them as once a
bird inherits the territory, it will in turn
get help from the younger birds it once
helped raise.’
Info: sjouke.kingma@wur.nl

African economies barely
benefit from each other

MARINE ECOLOGY

Historian Ewout Frankema has secured a Vici grant to investigate why
economic development has stagnated in Africa in the past 50 years,
while that of Southeast Asia has flourished.

Reef sharks like
to roam

While there are big differences between
African countries, we can still see
a general pattern in their faltering
economic development, argues
Frankema, who is professor of Rural
and Environmental History. ‘African
economies do not seem to propel each
other forwards. There is no mechanism
making sure they can benefit from one
another.’ This is precisely what did
happen in other parts of the world.
He wants to use the Vici grant of
1.5 million euros to explore the
underlying historical reasons for the
explosive economic development in
Southeast Asia since 1970, a period in
which growth was sluggish in nearly all
African countries.
‘Remarkably, African countries export
less than 10 per cent of their products
to neighbouring countries, which is an
extremely low percentage. In many cases,

regional trade was choked off during the
colonial period.’
He is also looking at migration patterns.
‘That is a hugely underestimated factor.
In Southeast Asia, large groups of labour
migrants from China and India settled in
tropical areas with a demand for labour
from the mid-nineteenth century. They
brought knowledge and set up businesses
and commercial networks fed by their
connections with their home country.’
In contrast, many African countries
expelled ‘foreigners’ after they gained
independence. In Nigeria, for example,
three million people left in the early
1980s. Uganda and Tanzania deported
their Indian communities, who had
played a key role in their economies. ‘That
did not help trade and development.’
Frankema will soon be publishing a book
on aspects of that migration history.
Info: ewout.frankema@wur.nl

Reef sharks move from one habitat to
another during various periods in their
lives. This finding is from WUR research
on two species of reef shark in the
Caribbean Netherlands. The finding has
consequences for the measures that are
effective in protecting the endangered
species. ‘It shows it is important to
focus not just on the shallow reefs but
also on the somewhat deeper and more
remote habitats,’ says Leo Nagelkerke of
Aquaculture and Fisheries. The study was
published at the end of April in Marine
Ecology Progress Series.
Info: twan.stoffers@wur.nl
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